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StorNext Shared Storage Volumes

StorNext components of a physical 
system correspond to components 

in cloud infrastructure

StorNext in the cloud delivers the same collaborative, shared storage experience  
as a physical, on-site installation using Amazon cloud infrastructure services  

such as Amazon EC2, Amazon EBS, and Amazon CloudFormation.
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Respond to ‘burst’ production demands by spinning up a fresh 
StorNext shared storage environment for editing in the cloud.

SOLUTION BRIEF

StorNext on AWS
Deploy the leading high-speed, collaborative shared storage 
file system on AWS for agile cloud or hybrid cloud workflows 
and to enable collaborative video editing for remote teams.

The Fastest Way to Deploy StorNext for Your Agile, 
Fast-Paced Workflows
Many people have integrated cloud services into individual production 
workflow steps – cloud compute, and cloud storage can be leveraged by 
individual applications for scalable, on-demand services. Yet, building a truly 
collaborative environment for remote and hybrid teams without copying files 
back and forth has proven difficult and costly.
Now Quantum gives you StorNext®, the leading high-performance, shared 
storage file system experience on AWS cloud infrastructure that makes it fast 
and simple to launch an entire shared storage environment on demand that’s 
ready to use in minutes.

Respond to ‘Burst’ Production Demands with Ease
There’s no need to expand storage, add connectivity or wait for seats to open 
in your facility.  When a team is ready to start work on a new project, simply spin 
up a fresh instance of StorNext on AWS.

Users can connect 
from anywhere 
they happen to 
be to edit video 
in the cloud and 
collaborate on 
their production 
seamlessly without 
having to copy files 
back and forth.

Features & Benefits
• Launch your environment when you 

need it, spin it down when you don’t. 
Choose your configuration and amount of 
storage needed and launch it within your 
AWS management console. Your users can 
access the new shared storage in minutes.

• Users can access data and collaborate 
from anywhere with no need to copy 
files between users. 
Since there’s no specialized connector 
or physical access needed, users can 
connect to their team’s shared storage 
from anywhere they happen to be – on 
location, in the field, or at home –yet still 
have the full StorNext managed, shared 
storage service as if they were working 
together in the same facility.

• Works seamlessly for users and applications 
expecting a file and folder interface. 
StorNext on AWS is StorNext, so users 
can browse and manage files together in 
a familiar files and folders interface. Use 
drop folders and watch folders for your 
applications to speed and organize your 
team’s work.

• Use powerful StorNext services to 
extend and unite your workflows. Move 
raw content in–and finished content out– 
of your StorNext in the cloud instance 
with StorNext’s powerful file movement 
and orchestration tools FlexSync™, and 
FlexTier™ as part of your evolving content 
production and management operations.

StorNext
on AWS
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Quantum technology, software, and services provide the solutions that today’s organizations need to make video and other unstructured data smarter – so their data works for them 
and not the other way around. With over 40 years of innovation, Quantum’s end-to-end platform is uniquely equipped to orchestrate, protect, and enrich data across its lifecycle, 
providing enhanced intelligence and actionable insights. Leading organizations in cloud services, entertainment, government, research, education, transportation, and enterprise IT 
trust Quantum to bring their data to life, because data makes life better, safer, and smarter. Quantum is listed on Nasdaq (QMCO) and the Russell 2000® Index. For more information 
visit www.quantum.com.

©2022 Quantum Corporation. All rights reserved. Quantum, the Quantum logo, and StorNext are registered trademarks, and ActiveScale, FlexSync, and FlexTier are trademarks,  
of Quantum Corporation and its affiliates in the United States and/or other countries. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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Move, Sync, or Replicate Content Directly

Ingest from or publish to cloud 
storage such as ActiveScale™ or 

Amazon S3 Glacier services 

Physical and cloud instances of StorNext can easily move, sync, or replicate content to unify workflows,  
and ingest from or publish to cloud storage such as ActiveScale or Amazon S3 Glacier services.

There’s no need to install client licenses or install client software to get started for SMB shared storage access. StorNext 
administrators can optionally have users access StorNext on AWS using the StorNext Distributed LAN Client (DLC) for a more 
native file system experience on macOS, Windows, and Linux systems. When the project is finished, move finished files to your 
main content repository, and shut the StorNext on AWS instance down when no longer needed.

Test New Solutions, Train New Staff, Refine Your Workflow
You can test new workflow solutions and familiarize and train new staff with a cloud-based instance with zero impact to your main 
facility’s production. Rather than building a separate, additional environment on-site to test a new solution or workflow change – 
test it fully in the cloud without disrupting ongoing production. Let new staff get familiar with your environment without having to 
wait for your main system to be free.

Extend and Unite Your On-Site and Cloud Workflows
Connect your existing on-premises workflows to a StorNext environment in the cloud as the ideal interchange and central content 
handoff for your increasingly global and remote operations. Combine with your workflow solutions, like Quantum CatDV, and 
powerful file movement services, like StorNext FlexSync and FlexTier to build highly efficient, unified content production and 
management operations.

SOLUTION BRIEFStorNext on AWS

For more information, visit: www.quantum.com/stornext-on-aws

Technical Information  

• StorNext file system deployments in a 
choice of configurations from 12 TB to 
62.5 TB, with pre-configured, ready-
to-use StorNext services to manage 
and monitor clients, storage volumes, 
and data movement services such as 
FlexSync and FlexTier.

• A range of subscription plans from 
monthly to multiple-year contracts to 
accommodate customer OPEX budgets 
and usage-based consumption models 

Each StorNext on AWS solution features a complete StorNext shared storage environment and includes:
that count toward customer negotiated 
AWS Enterprise Discount Program (EDP) 
purchase commitments.

• Availability as a private offer from 
authorized Quantum and AWS 
Consulting Partners for custom pricing 
and other services.

• No client software installation or 
configuration required for users 
connecting via SMB.

• Optional Quantum Distributed LAN Client 
(DLC) is available at no cost to give a 
native platform file-system experience on 
macOS, Windows, and Linux clients.

• Optional tiering of data and content from 
StorNext volumes via StorNext Storage 
Manager to Amazon S3, Amazon S3 
Glacier, or other AWS storage targets.
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